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Assessing road conditions within the National Highway System is vitalAssessing road conditions within the National Highway System is vital
in order to keep drivers safe. Driver safety is a big concern as there arein order to keep drivers safe. Driver safety is a big concern as there are
so many accidents we see happening every day in daily media reports.so many accidents we see happening every day in daily media reports.
Keeping tabs on the highway systems would help the states reduceKeeping tabs on the highway systems would help the states reduce
yearly accidents through routine maintenance and checkups on justyearly accidents through routine maintenance and checkups on just
how bad the conditions of the roads are. The National Highwayhow bad the conditions of the roads are. The National Highway
Performance Program is something that, if implemented now, could bePerformance Program is something that, if implemented now, could be
of use to cut down on the future impacts of vehicle accidents while alsoof use to cut down on the future impacts of vehicle accidents while also
keeping road personnel and pedestrians safe. I believe that the benefitskeeping road personnel and pedestrians safe. I believe that the benefits
of implementing this program would far out way the costs as saving justof implementing this program would far out way the costs as saving just
one life from this performance program would be worth all the costs ofone life from this performance program would be worth all the costs of
putting it into action. The entire idea behind this program is to take careputting it into action. The entire idea behind this program is to take care
of civilians on these roads and see to it that no obstacles or challengesof civilians on these roads and see to it that no obstacles or challenges
in the roads are met. By passing this rule, it will change the Nationalin the roads are met. By passing this rule, it will change the National
Highway System for the better and provide a safer environment forHighway System for the better and provide a safer environment for
drivers.drivers.
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